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The world calls the Super Powers `the Big 4,` & the `Quartet of Power.` One of these is the UN
which is actually controlled by the other three. Now the other three Super Powers that we
recognize in the world today each have a recognizable accepted emblem which I will include
alongside them. Together they are forming a Global Government.
This has great Biblical significance, I believe.

FORMATION 

Pre- 1900`s The British Empire (Lion) & America (Eagle) which came from that power. These,
although separate continue to work together & are seen as one Power Bloc. The British Empire
eventually became the Commonwealth of Nations.

Post 1914 â€“ 17 W.W.1 The Soviet Union (Bear) which eventually became Russia & the
Commonwealth of Independent States. They hold the same philosophy & military ambitions as
they did in the Communist Bloc.

 
Post 1939 â€“ 45 W.W.2 The European Common Market (Leopard) which eventually developed
into the European Union with its own currency & central Government.

1975/6 The G7 was formed. Comprises mainly of Britain, (Lion) USA, (Eagle) & EU, (Leopard)
then Russia (Bear) was included in 1998 & suspended in 2014. These are the leading
industrialized countries of the world & come together in yearly summits. (Political gathering)

2007/8 The G 20 Major Economies was formed in response to the Global Financial Crisis. This
group brings together the world`s major players, Politically & Economically.
And the controlling powers are 1. UK & USA (Lion & Eagle) 2. EU. (Leopard) 3. Russia. (Bear)
The core of the G 20 is the G 7.

These powers have sought to build a Global Architecture for a Global Government. They are
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empowering their institutions (IMF, World Bank, FSB etc) & it is just a matter of time for their
philosophy, policies, rules & regulations to bring all other institutions under their authority. 

FUTURE PROJECTION

2015 ->  
-	Continuation of UK (Lion) & USA (Eagle) as the mouthpiece, voice of the Global Government.

-	Rise of EU (Leopard) with its `common market policy` to effect & become stronger throughout
the world. Many countries (USA included) are forging close treaties with the EU. This economic
`body` will cause prices to escalate till inflation is so bad that a day`s pay doesn`t even cover
costs.

-	And Russia (Bear) we know it`s `feet,` are preparing for war, with the greatest military
rearmament for many years. The events in the Ukraine, is just the `Bear` flexing it`s muscles.

The person in the street would recognize those power blocs, Super Powers & their emblems yet
many Christians are still looking for `historical powers to emerge.` To me God`s word is very clear,
& contemporary history reveals that this Global Government which God declared, is now forming. 
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